POWERLUBER
Battery grease gun

BATTERY GREASE GUN

POWERLUBER

Simplify your daily work routine with the battery grease gun from
SKF / LINCOLN, the leading manufacturer in lubrication technology.
The Powerluber is specially designed to drastically simplify the maintenance work of technicians, maintainers or farmers. Thanks to the many
great features of the battery grease gun, even the lubrication of hard to
reach lubrication points is now a breeze.

Highly efficient operation compared to working with conventional
grease guns.

690 bar maximum pressure pierces
any clogged pipe.

Unbeatable performance thanks to
long service life and great power of
the battery.

POWERLUBER BATTERY GREASE GUN: Features

LED LIGHT
VENT VALVE

For optimum illumination of the
working area.

To ensure easy
suction, the air release
valve removes trapped air.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR
FILLING NIPPLE

For clean and quick
filling of the grease cartridge.

with high torque - maximum 690
bar (10,000 psi) pressure output.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL LCD
ANTI-SLIP 3-POINT SUPPORT

The support keeps the grease gun in
an upright position for easy handling
and helps keep the tool clean.

HOSE/CLUTCH HOLDER
AND CYLINDER GUIDE

Allows safe hose storage and easy insertion of the
lubricant reservoir through the tube guide.

The precise flow meter detects loss of precharge, preventing false readings. Displays
warning of connection point blockage, battery
level, grease output, speed setting (grease
volume) and unit of measurement (grams and
ounces).

GREASE OUTPUT SELECTOR SWITCH

Two speed adjustments of the
grease dispensing.

POWERLUBER BATTERY GREASE GUN: Equipment

PRACTICAL CARRYING CASE

in order to avoid having to walk
twice, we have put everything
together for you in a handy
carrying case.
Total weight: 5.56kg

2.5 AH LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

AC CHARGER
FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

Efficient and powerful.
By the way, the set is also available
with a second battery or can be upgraded with a 4.0 Ah version!

To enable carefree working, a charger must of course not be missing.
220-240V / 50-60Hz

* Maximum starting voltage
without workload

LINCOLN POWERLUBER 20V*

FLEX HOSE

This is the heart of the machine: the
extremely strong Powerluber battery grease gun. A true relief in everyday work!

91cm long, with double
bend protection coil and coupling.

POWERLUBER BATTERY GREASE GUN: Technical data

Functions at a glance
LCD display with flow rate measurement, warning of clogged connection
point, battery level, grease output, speed setting and unit of measurement
(grams and ounces).
LED working light to illuminate the connection point
Blockages in the connection points are cleared with a maximum pressure
of 690 bar (10,000 psi)
91cm long high pressure hose with extended capacity and double
kink protection coil
Grease ejection selector switch with 2 speed settings
Anti-slip 3-point support
Integrated hose and coupling holder
incl. 1x 20V Li-Ion battery, charger and carrying case (battery and charger
also available separately)
Technical data:
Filling capacity:
Maximum operating pressure:
Application temperature:
Hose length:
Suitable for:
Lowest delivery rate
Highest delivery rate
Weight:
Battery charging time:

500 cm³, 400 g grease cartridge
690 bar (10,000 psi)
-18° to 50°C
91cm
grease up to NLGI 2
approx. 103 cm³/min
approx. 162 cm³/min
2 kg
1.5 hours

POWERLUBER BATTERY GREASE GUN: Order infos & Accessories

Lube Shuttle cartridges and adapter kit for
Powerluber
Complete set
Model description

Article code

Powerluber in carrying case
with 1x 2,5 Ah battery and
charger 220-240V / 50-60Hz

F5P3A8

Applications:

The adapter kit was developed to be able to combine even the most common grease cartridges with the Powerluber. The adapter kit is also suitable for all other manual grease guns.

Advantages at a glance:

Simple operation
Grease designation on the cartridge is retained
Easy change between greases even when cartridge is not empty
The greasing processes are characterised by maximum cleanliness

Li-Ion Battery
Model description

Article code

Battery 20V Li-Ion for Powerluber (2,5 Ah)

G5P3A7

Battery 20V Li-Ion for Powerluber (4,0 Ah)

R6W4A5

Adapter-Kit

consisting of: Tube and adapter ring

Mobile charger for vehicles
Model description

Article code

Mobile charger 12/24 VDC

C7P3A5

Connection

Article code

G 1“

X9J4A2 *

*) not available in:

Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan,
Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.

Carrying strap
Model description

Article code

Carrying strap for Powerluber

F8M4A8

For orders or queries please contact us at
T: +43 6132 23 741 or office@sslubac.com

Lube Shuttle cartridges EMPTY without printing
content: 400 g
consisting of: Cartridge, inserted grease piston and lid
Connection

Packaging unit

Article code

G 1“

10 Pcs.

R8V4A0
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